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INTR()I)U(_T|()N
The development of lhernml protection systems (TPS) f(:)r aerospace vehicles involves
combining material seleclion, concept design, and verification lests to evaluate Ihe effecliveness ()f the
system, rl'he p,eset_t paper reviews verification tests of two metallic and one carbon-carl_otl thermal
protectic, n system. The lest c(m(liti()ns are, in general, representative of Space Shuffle design flight
e(mdilions which may be more or less severe than conditiotls required for future space transporlatioll
systems. The resuhs of this study are intended to help establish a preliminary data base fiom which
the designers ()f future entry vehicles can evaluale lhe applicability of future concel)lS to their vehicles.
SI'ACE SllllTTI,E
The reusable surface insulalion (RSI) selected R)r use on the Space Shultle (fig. 1) was (rely
one of many thennal prolection concepts that were considered during the early shuttle design slages.
One type of thermal protection that was considered was a radialive metallic system (ref. 1).
Figure 1
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TYI'ICAI, METAIA,IC TIIEI{MAI, I'R()TI_CTI()N SYS'I'EN!
The radkltb,'e stand-off lhernml protection system shovcn in figure 2 (ref. I ) is typical of many
of the metallic TPS concepts lhat were devetoped during the Space Shuttle design process. They
consisted of a beaded or corrugated heat shieM attached to flexil+,le suppc_rts v,,hich were, in turn,
attached to the vehicle structure+ The heat shieM l+,rc,tected fil+,mti_ insulation, wMch was usualh,
encapsuh_led in a flexible package intended to t+ water proof. ()verlapping expau'qi_m j_Hnls
accc.mrnodated thermal gr<+v,,'th in the flow direction, and the beads or corrugati<ms accomm<+dalcd
thermal growth in the direction transverse to, the flov+.. Assembly of the heat shields and the stalld-Ofl +
supports to the vehicle structure required many fastencrs. Theretbre, the metallic ct+nccpts ,,,,'ere
perceived to he associated v,,'ith high part count and to t',e hem,'y cornl+ared It. the RSI. ('onsC<,lticntly ,
al the time of Space Shutlle TPS concept selection, at lcasl Iv,,'o of the facl<.'_rsthat led to the reiecliou of
the metallic systems v,,ere fal-,tication complexity atnd weight.
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I)URABLE TPS C()NCEPTS
Allhough tile RSI is an excellent insulator, it is very fragile. Titaniunl multiwall (M/W),
superalloy honeyconlb (SA/t IC), and advanced carbon-carbon (ACC) multipost themml protection
systetn (TPS) concepts are being developed to provide more durable ttlennal protection for surfaces of
flttt]re space transportation systems that operate at temperatures up to about 2300 o F. The two
metallic prepackaged concepts shown in figure 3 are discrete panels that have a 1.0+in.-wide, 0.19(}-
in.-thick strip of RTV-coated Nomex felt beneath the perimeter of each panel to prevent hot-gas flow
beneath the pmlels. The ACC concept is a standoff design. The three concepts are described in detail
in figures 4 and 5.
The goals of the "IT'S develol+ment progrmn _tre to provide a durable surf_lce of mechanically
attached panels with ovetl_q_ping edges th;.it cover the gaps between the panels to reduce g:lp heating.
As shown by the s),ml_qs in figure 3, these three concepts _lre mass competitive v,,ith the RSI TPS, the
mass of which is indicated by the cross-h:ltched area.
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METAIAA(" TPS ('()NCEPTS
The titanium muhiwall concept (See figure 4) consists of layers of dimpled ().(_)3-in.-thick
tilaniunl foil liquid-interface-diffllsion (I.ID) bonded together at the dimples with a flat 1).0015-in.-thick
foil sheet sandwiched between each dimpled sheet. The supemlloy honeycomb concept consists of an
Inconel 617 honeycomb outer surface panel with O.O05-in.-thick filce sheets, layered fit_rous
insulation, and a titanium honeycomb inner surface panel with 0.006-in.-thick face sheets. The edges
of the two metallic concepts are covered with 0.(X)3-in.-thick beaded closures to form discrete panels
nominally 12 in. square. The panels are vented by a 0.31-in.-diameter hole ill the bottonl that is
covered with a 4(Xl-mesh screen. The titanium rnuhiwall and superalloy honeycomb panels are
described in detail in references 2 and 3, respectively.
The two typcs of attachments shown in figure 4 can I_ applied to either of tile "IPS concepts.
The bayonet-clip attachment, shown with tile titaifiutn mttlliwall concept, consists of two clips and a
metal tab (bayonet) lAD Nmded to the lower surface of the panel. One clip is mechanically attached to
the vehicle surface and one clip is I,ll) bonded to the lower surface of an adjacent panel. Thus, a
single bayonet attaches a corner fiom each of two adjacent panels. The through-panel fastener, shmvn
with tile superalloy honeycomb concept, consists of a thin-walled lnconel 617 cylinder through the
panel that allows access to a bolt which fastens tile panel corner to the vehicle struclttre. The cylinder,
which contains fibrous insulation, ix covered with an lnconel 617 threaded plug. These fasteners are
described in detail in reference 3.
The mass of the titanium multiwall panel designed fl_r a location on the Space Shuttle with a
maximum temperature of 1000 ° F is 0.g()6 Ibm/ft 2 including bayonet attachments and uncoated Nomex
felt, and the mass of the superaltoy honeycomb panel designed for a location with a maximum surface
temperature of 190() ° F ix 2.201 lbm/ft 2 including through-panel attachments and felt.
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ADVANCED CARBON-CARBON MUI,TIPOST STANDOFF TPS C()NCEPT
3"he advanced carbon-carbon multipost concept shown in figure 5 consists of a rib-sliffened
ACC sheet attached to tile vehicle primary structure by posts with fibrous insulation packaged in a
ceramic cloth between the ACC panel and tile vehicle structure. The surface of the single ACC panel is
nominally 36 in. square. The ACC multipost concept is described in detail in reference 4, and
fabrication of tile ACC test model shown in later figures is described in reference 5.
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VI_:RIFICATION TEST FACII,ITIES
NASA test facilities at Johnson Space Center (JSC), Kennedy Space Center (KS(?), and
l.angley Research Center (I.aRC) were used fl_r verification tests of the three TPS concepts. The
metallic concepts were exposed to thermal/vacuum, vibration, acoustic, envircmmerltal exposure.
lightning strike, and wind tunnel tests. "Fire ACC nmltipost concept was exposed to thernml/vacurim
and arc tunnel tests. The test loads are, in general, representative of Space Shuttle design loads, which
may be more or less severe than loads required for future space transportation systems.
TPS test models were exposed to combined temperature and pressure histories in
themml/vact,um test facilities at JSC, KS(_', and ImRC to obtain lhemml response characteristics of tile
concepts. In tile facility at JS(', shown in figure 6, tile heater system is mounted in a boiler-plate
Apollo command mc_lule test chamber that is evacuated by a mechanical vacuum pump. The heater
consists of electrically heated graphite elements enclosed in a fixture t_x purged with nitrogen.
l)ynamic response of tile metallic concepts was evaluated by shaker-table vihration tests, by
acoustic exposure in a sound chamber at JSC, and by acouslic exposure in a progressive v,'ave facility
at I.aRC. The acoustic exposure levels ,,,,'ere representative of th(_se experienced during Space Shuttle
liftoff. The test panels v.'ere attached I_ the side wail (_f the test section of tile I.aRC facility shown in
tile figure. (The ACC test model was also exposed t(_ lhcrmal/vactmtrl tests in tile fncilitv. +(;raphite
heaters are added to tile test-section side wall opln+site the test panel to provide radiant heating.)
Enviromr_ental tests to assess water retention and tile effects of atmospheric colltalllill,3tion orl
metallic q'l-"S were conducted near tile KSC Space Shuttle launch site 39B shown in lhe figure.
I.ightning strike tests were conducted at I.aRC. to dcte,mine h(-_w much damage lightning impact caused
on the metallic panels. The facility operates by charging a bank of capacitors and rapidly discharging
tire capacitors to a grourMed test model. Arrays of metallic TPS panels were tested in the ImRC g-foot
I tigh Temperature Tunnel (g't ]'IT), and an array of four corner segments of an ACC panel was tested
in tile I_aRC 2(1 MW Aemthemml Arc Ttmnel to evaluate tile performance of tile concepts in an
aerothermal environment.
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TllERMAI,/VACUUI_I TESTS
Typical results from the lhernlal vacuum tests of tile titanium muhiwall, superalloy h(meycc, n3b,
and ACC panels are presented in figure 7. The panels were exposed to pressure hislories in addition to
temperature histories because tile diet-real conduclivity of tile fibrous irlsulalion is a function of
pressure. The surface lemperature histories (lines 1) were ilnposed during lhe lest and were used as
input to a one-dimensional thermal analysis (ref. 6). Temperatures were calcuhlled at lherm_x:ouple
localions in tile TPS (lines 2) and at alumiimm plales (lines 3) that were sized to represent tile thermal
mass of a typical Space Shultle slructure where the TPS panels mighl be applied. The surface
lemperamre histories for lhe limnium and superalloy panels are temperatures predicted at respective
poinls on the Space Shullle based ¢-mdesign Irajeclory 14414.1C. The measured back-surface
temperatures on the metallic "IT'S models indicale acceptable themml performance in that they did n_t
exceed 350 ° F, the nlaxiinuirl allowable temperature for the alunlinum structure. The ACC model was
subjected to a surface lelllperattiic history siinilar to that expected for ihe arc" ttillnel tests. (The arc
funnel cailnot provide ihe low healing iales that occtlr early in the shulile elllry trajeclory.) The
calculated telllperaltlres were in reasonable agreelllenl with lhe illeastlred telll[)eraltlres.
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SUPERAIJI.OY IIONEYCOMB 2-PANEL ARRAY
Tile photograph to the left of figure 8 shows tile superalloy honeycomb two-panel array t_fore
tesling. The photograph on the right, taken at a different angle, shows the array after exposure to 25
thennal/vacuum cycles with a maxinmm surface temperature of 19(KI° F for each cycle. The array was
exposed to one over-temperature test to 20(X}° F (cycle 26). No damage occurred to the panel;
however, tile central 4.5 in. of the overhanging lip covering the gap between panels buckled slightly.
The amplitude of the buckle pattern was atxmt 0.050 in. from crest to valley, and tile wave lengdl was
;/bollt 1.5 ill. frorn crest to crest. Such surface roughness is not expected to have an effect on the
lhermal performance of the TPS system because it would be within the boundary layer over most of
the vehicle surface. The array was exposed to 161 dB for 15 minutes between cycles 16 and 17
(acoustic exposure is discussed later). No change in thermal performance _'curred during these tests.
Resuhs from similar tests for the titanium multiwall tv,,o-panel array at temperatures up to 12(t{)<_F did
not identify any deficiencies in the mulliwall design.
Thermal Vacuum Tests
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SIIAKER-TABI,E TESTS ()N M/W AND SA/IlC PANELS WITI! TIlR()U(,II-
PANEL FASTENERS
Titanium multiwall and superalloy honeycomb panels, each with through-panel attaclnnems,
were vibrated on an LaRC shaker table at three different g levels. The results of the tests are
summarized in figure 9. The panels were exposed to 10 and 20 g levels of random vibration cm each
of three axes for 600 s/g-level. They were then exposed to 30 g's on each of three axes t_r 4S_5 s.
This exposure approximates 25 missions. The titanium multiwall panel was not damaged; however,
Ihe altachment screws on the superalloy panel became worn from repeated installalion and remov:d.
This wear caused the four fasteners to loosen during tim last 30 g test mid resulted in elongation of the
faslener holes, the failure of two fasleners, and the bending of lhe other two. These results indicate
that new screws should be used on reinslallation.
Exposure level
Concept (3-axes) Time Comments
Ti M/W 10 g's 600 sec/axes Approximates
25 missions--
no damage20 600
30 485
SA/HC 10 g's 600 sec/axes Approximates
25 missions--
20 600 attachment
screws worn
30 485
from repeated
disassembly
Figure 9
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ACOUSTIC TESTS ON M/W AND SA/IIC PANEI,S
Both tile titanium nn|hiwall and the superalloy honeycomb concepts were exposed to tile
acoustic environments shown in figure 10. Two facilities were used, a sound chamber at JSC
operating at an overall sound pressure level (OASPL) of 161 dB and a progressive wave facility at
LaRC operating at 159 dB. The spectrums are represenlative of the sound environment for tile Space
Shuttle at localions where tile TPS concepts might be applied. Two-panel arrays tested at JSC had
bayonet-clip attachments and were exposed to sound for 15 minutes, which is representative of aboul
25 missions with a scatter factor of 4. Single panels tested at I.aRC had dmmgh-panel fasteners and
were tested for 6(1 rninutes, which corresponds to aboul 100 missions with a scatter filctor of 4.
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DAMAGE FROM AC()USTIC TESTS OF SUI'ERALLOY IlONEYC()r_IB PANEI,S
No damage occurred to the titanium multivcall panels in the tests in either of the facilities
descril_d in figure 10. tlowever, the superallc, y honeycomb panels sustained some damage in each
facility. An edge view of one of the two superalloy holmycomb panels tested in the JSC sound
chamber is shown in Figure 11. F'rior to the test, the overhanging lip alor_g the right half of the panel
edge shown was bent dc, wn (in a pattern which fits a human hand), and some buckling along the
bottom edge of tile side closure _x:curred. Additionally, as identified in the figure, this edge v,,as not
properly supported by Nomex feh. All other edges were supported by a I-in.-wide strip of Nomex
felt as specified in tile concept design. I)uring tile tests, numerous cracks occurred _m the bottom edge
of the tmsupported side closure. Since the other seven side closures on tile tv.'o panels suffered no
damage during the tests, the cracks probably occurred due to the lack of felt sllppOl'l alRl handling
damage.
One side closure of tile superalloy honeycomb pauel tested in the LaRC progressive wave
facility was buckled in shipment. The panel was judged to be acceptable fiw vihrati_m tests since the
buckling was limited to only one edge. Upon completion of the vibration tests with no visible damage.
tile panel was exposed to acoustic load for 60 minutes. After the first 15 minutes, small cracks at the
bottom of tile buckled side closure were noticed. These cracks were monitc, red duritlg the remaining
acoustic exposure, but negligible growth occurred. A typical crack is shown in figure 11. Because lhe
only damage was on the side buckled in shipment, the cracks that developed were prc, hal_ly due to the
shipping damage.
Since the titanium multiwall panels showed no damage fiom the acoustic tests, and since the
only cracks that developed on the superalloy honeycomb panels both at JSC and I.aRC _.'curred in
areas that had suffered handling damage prior to the tests, it appears Ill[it both concepts will survive
sonic enviromnents as high as 161 dP,. I lowever, demonstrated proof of survival would require
additional acoustic tests.
a) Tested in JSC Sound Chamber b) Tested I.aRC Pro_lressive Wave Facility
_-Cracks
Nomex Felt-
-Not S.p_orted by
Nomex Felt Under Edge
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ENVIR()NMENTAL EXP()SURE ()F 5IETAIAAC PANEl.S AT KS(',
Since thunderslomls c_.'cur frequently during the sumnler months at KSC and are characterized
by heavy rainfall and occasional hail, environmental tests ,,,,'ere designed to determine the water
absorption/retention characteristics of multiveall TPS panels under actual rainfall conditions. Two firsl-
generation titanium multiwall panels were exposed Io the wealher environment at Shuttle l:umch
Cotnplex 39I +,at KSC shown in figure 12. Test results showed that water absorption is not a problem.
l)uring a three-month exposure period at the humch pad, no water was detected within the tilanium
multiwall panels. The water detection methods included measuring panel weight gain and using
neutron radiography to detect small amounts of water.
Because KSC is near the Atlantic ()cean, salt and other ccmtaminauts can accumulate ('m the
TPS surface over a peri¢×t of time. Tests are planned to couple launch pad exposure with mission
simulati<ms to evaluate long-term environmental effects on metallic TPS. Current plans are to test
tilaniutn multiwall and superalloy honeycomb panels by subjecting them to repeated exposure to
contaminants and thermal/vacuum cycles. I)uring the test program, x-ray and other non-destructive
techniques will be used to detect any physical changes with the metallic TPS.
I II Ill
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SIMULATEI) I,I(;IlTNING STRIKES ON METAIJ_IC TPS
A titanium multiwall panel and a superalloy honeyconlb panel were exposed to, simulated
lightning strikes. Damage from these tests is shown in figure 13. The strike on tile titanium muhiw:fll
resulted in a conical hole through all tile layers of tile panel with a hole of approximately 1/g inch in
diameter in the lower surface. I lowever, tile damage to lhe superalloy honeycomb panel was limitcd io
tile lnconel surface. A spot on the surface of tile panel about the size of a dime was indented as though
it were hit with a ballpeen harnmer. In addition, the face sheet was burned away locally, exposing two
of the honeycomb cells. The intensity of these strikes (100 kA) meets tile Space Shutlle criteria for
lightning strikes on acreage surfaces (ref. 7).
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METALI,IC Ti)S ARRAYS FOR 8-FT IITT TESTS
A timnimn multiwall array of panels and a superalloy honeycomb array of panels were
fabricated for radiant and aerothemml tests in tt_e g' t ligh Temperature Tunnel (! I'IT) at ImRC. These
aways, shown in figure 14, consisted of 20 panels and were configured to fit a standard panel hc, lder
used in the g' I1TT. The panel holder has an opening, 60 in. by 42.5 in., and can accept test-specimen
thicknesses up to about 12 inches. Since the standard metallic TPS panel is 12 in. square and the panel
holder is 42.5 in. wide, panels approximately 6 in. wide were used to complete the array.
Figure 14
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TITANIUM MUI,TIWALL 20-PANEl, ARRAY IN I,ARC 8' IIIGil
TEMPERATURE TUNNEL
The titanium multiwall TPS 20-panel array mounted in tile panel holder and installed in the R'
l ligh Temperature Tunnel is shown in figure IS. The view is h_king downstream in tile tunnel.
Fences attached to each side of tile panel holder provkle relatively uniform two-dimensional flow on
the surfilce of tile panel holder. The array of panels was installed so that tile gaps between panels were
parallel to tile flow direction. This installation configuration is considered a "worst case" orientation of
the panels with respect to the flow.
The insert in figure 15 shows a schematic view of tile major components of the 8' I ligh
Temperature Tunnel, which is a "blow-down" tunnel. The model is held in a p_xl beneath the test
section and covered by radiant heaters which not only preheat tile model but also protect tile m(xtel
from tunnel start-up and shut-down loads. After the model is preheated and the tunnel is started, tile
radiant heaters are turned off and retracted by hydraulic actuators. The model is then rapidly inserted
into tile g-fl×_t-diameter test stream by a hydraulically-operated l S-ton elevator which raises tile model
to tile test position in approximately 1 second. For shutdown, the procedure is reversed. The total
aerothermal test duration is tip to two minutes depending on test conditions.
TEST SECTION7
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EFFECT OF AER()TIIERMAI, EXPOSURE ON GAP TEMPERATURE
One of the ol_iectives of the aerothermal tests in tile g' I ligh Temperature Tunnel was to
determine if temperatures in the gaps between panels would be increased by exposure to the flow.
Such an increase would indicate that tile panel edge overlay covering the gap is not adequate by itself Io
prevent gap heating when tile flow is parallel to tile gap. Tests of an array of first-generation titanium
multivvall panels indicated that flow did not occur in the gaps when the panels were oriented 30 degrees
to the flow (ref. g).
Surface temperatures and temperatures at the bottom of the gap are shown in figure 16 fi'_r both
the titanium multiwall array and tile superalloy honeycomb array. The dashed curves represent
temperatures measured during a 200 second portion of an aerothermal lest when the array was inserted
into tile tunnel stream. The solid curves represent temperatures recorded at the same locations and time
intervals during a static radiant heating test.
For the time interval shown, tile surface and gap temperatures of the titanium multivvall model
were at equilibrium. When the model was inserted into tile flow, negligible temperature change
occurred at the bottom of tile gap, thus indicating no additional gap heating occurred.
Although the surface of the superalloy honeycomb panel reached equilibrium, the temperature
at the bottom of the gap was still approaching equilibrium when the radiant heaters were turned off and
the model was inserted into the flow. Immediately after the superalloy model was inserted into tile
flow, the temperature at the bottom of the gap increased quickly. This high, quick temperature rise
indicates that hot gases flowed into the gaps between the panels. Thus, when the edges of the
superallc, y panels are parallel to the flow, tile overlapping edges did not provide an adequate seal.
Superalloy honeycomb panels may be more susceptible to gap heating because the gap is much larger
than the gap between titanium mtvltiwall panels. Consequently, when themml expansion closes tile top
of the gap, the bottom of the gap remains partly open because it is much cooler.
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TEMi'ERATURE IlIST()RIES AT 4 GAP I_()CATi()NS
Even though tlle previous figure indicates that aerothennal heating in the gap between panels
occurred at ovle location, the cause of such heating is not clear. The temperature histories at four gap
locations for four different tests are shown in figure 17. In each of tile four tests, the temperatures
measured at the bottom of the gap at three different locations in the array (solid lines) increased rapidly
when the model was inserted into the test strearn. These temperatures were measured by
them_cvcouples attached to the external surface of the side closure, ltowever, the temperatures
measured at a fourth location where the thennocouple was attached to the internal surface of lhe side
closure (dashed lines) did not increase when tile model was inserted into the stream. These results are
consistent for all 4 tests and suggest that the presence of the thermocouple and thermocouple wire in
the gaps between panels may have caused the healing in the gaps at those locations. Consequently, a
definitive conchlsicm al_ut the severity of aerolhermal heating in gaps that are parallel to the flow is nc_t
possible at this time.
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INTENTIONAl, SURFACE I)AMAGE TO SA/IIC 20-PANEl, ARRAY
The original test plan for the 20-panel arrays included aerothemlal tests with the lightning-
damaged panels included in the arrays. The lightning-damaged titanium multiwall panel was
unchanged by the aerod_ermal test. Furlhem_ore, a negligible increase in temperature (less than 10o F)
occurred on tile backside of the panel at the area of damage. Thus, lightning damage of the titanium
nmltiwall concept does not appear to be a design concern.
The lightning-damaged superalloy honeyconlb panel could not be installed into the array in a
timely manner; therefore, panels already in the array were intentionally damaged to simulate tile
lightning damage. The types of damage inflicled on the panels are shown in figure 18. An opening
was created in lhe outer surface of several panels by grinding, ptmching or burning wilh a torch.
Additionally, one attachment plug was intention_dly lcfl out. The honeycomb core was left near the
surface only at the torch btun-throtlgh. The two rows of panels in the foreground of figure l_:, which
were coated with a ceramic non-catalytic coating (ref. 9), were tile panels that received the damage to
the outer face sheet. (The dark pa,els in the background were coated with a high-temperature, high-
emittance paint.) The array was then again exposed to aerothemml heating in tile 8' IIigh Temperature
Tunnel.
Figure 18
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SA/IlC 20-PANEl, ARRAY IN 8' IlIGI! TEMPERATURE TUNNEl.
The superalloy honeycomb 20-panel array with tile intentionally damaged panels is showt_ in
figure 19. The figure was made from a flame of movie film taken during the last aerothem_al test of
the array (run 20). The only light used to expose the film was that radiating from tile model, which
was at a temperature of about 1850 ° F. The thermal deflections of the heated model resulted in panel
"pillowing", which caused slightly higher temperatt|res to occur on the upstream side than on the
downstream side of the individual panels (ref. 10). The greater brightness (and higher temperature) of
the right-hand side of the array (looking downstream) was caused by the lower emittance of the panels
with the non-catalytic coating.
Several hot spots can be seen where the face sheet buckled and delaminated from the
honeycomb core. The d'mmge occurred early in tile test program when fiberglass curtains, used to
protect surrounding structure from radiation from tile quartz heaters, melted and fell on tile panels.
The buckles and delaminations did not propagate during the balance of the test program. A hot spot
was caused by the torch burn-through discussed in figure 18. This hot spot may have occurred
because tile exposed honeycomb core was near the flow stream. The other two damaged locations alld
the open attachment hole did not appear to cause any significant overheating. Bent gap covers also
appeared as hot spots since they protrude into the airflow. The gap covers in the rear of tile model were
in contact with the rigid Glassrock material that surrounded the array and were deformed when tile
panels bowed thermally. "File single gap cover hot spot that occurred at the intersection of four panels
was probably caused by thermal bowing interference between panels with different attachments. This
location was the only intersection where a bayonet-clip-attached panel overhung a panel with through-
panel attachments.
Post-test inspection of the array was not possible because, at the end of this test, part of the
panel holder broke and caused the ttmnel to "unstart". The strong shock wave (10 psi pressure rise in
about 0.2 seconds) passing through the test section completely destroyed the array of panels, which
were designed for 2 psi.
RUN 20
Figure 19
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NON-CATALYTIC COATING ARC-TUNNEL TEST RESULTS
For ttle same entry conditions, a metallic surface of an entry vehicle will be subjected to a
higher heating rate than a nonmetallic surface. This difference occurs because oxides of high-
temperature structural metals are generally catalytic to tile recombination of dissociated air molecules,
and the energy of dissociation released during recombination adds to the heat load (ref. I 1). A non-
catalytic coating will reduce the heat load to the surface and greatly increase the thernml efficiency of
metallic TPS.
A commercially available, water-base, silica-alumina ceramic coating was evaluated by
exposing coated and uncoated lnconel 617 specimens in the LaRC I MW Aerothennal Arc Tunnel
using air as a test mediunl. Prior to the arc tunnel tests, tile emittances of the specimens were
meast,red, and coated specimens were subjected to 80 thermal shock cycles in a 2000 ° F furnace to
evahmte tile adhesion of the coating to the metal (ref. 9). Tile measured emittance of tile coated and
uncoated (but oxidized) specimens were 0.65 and 0.8, respectively. The coating rernained attached
during tile lhennal shock cycles, and tile emittance did not change.
The resuhs of tile arc tunnel tests are shown in figure 20. Arc tunnel lest conditions were
established that resulted in a temperature of 1753 ° F on the t, ncoated specimen. The coated specimen
was tested at the same condition, but reached only 1353 ° F. M(×lification of the coating composition
to increase surface emittance without harming the non-catalytic and adherence characteristics wouht
fl_rther reduce tile temperature. Radiation equilibrium heating rates were calculaled using tile nlaximum
measured surfi_ce temperatures and the measured emiltances. The heating rate on the coated specimen
was only 37 percent of the heating rate on tile uncoated specimen.
This coaling was applied to several superalloy hcmeycomb TPS test panels exposed to wind
tunnel, thernml/vacuum, lightning strike, vibration, and acoustic tests. Results from these tests furlher
indicate that tile non-catalytic coating adheres well. Thus, an adhering, non-catalytic coating is feasible
and should be used for metallic TPS; however, emittance greater than 0.65 is desirable.
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EFFECT OF CURVATURE ON TIlERMAL STRESS OF UNC()NSTRAINEI) I'ANEI,
One of the main differences between the design of flat and curved TPS is the effect of curvattne
on thermal stress. The themlal stresses in an unconstrained TPS structure are zero if the temperatt_re
distributions through tile structure are linear when they are measured in a rectangular Cartesian
cooldinate system (ref. 12). The fla! panel shown in figure 21 has a linear temperatnre distribution
through the depth, and since this distribution resuhs in a linear (constant in this instance) temperature
distribution in the plane z=constant, no themml stress occurs. I lowever, the same linear temperature
distribution through the depth of the curved panel shown in the figure results in a nonlinear
temperature distribution in the plane z=constant. Consequently, thermal stresses cvccur in the curved
panel even if tile temperature distribtltion through tile depth is asstnned to be linear.
• THERMAL STRESS IS ZERO FOR LINEAR
IN RECTILINEAR COORDINATES
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SPAR FINITE ELEMENT M()I)EL OF SA/IIC TPS
The SPAR finite dement structural analysis compuler program (ref. 13) was used to study
tlmrmal stress in a curved TPS panel. The thickness of the panel was 2.35 inches, and tile radius of
curvature was 12 inches. The nominal size of the panel analyzed was 12 inches long and 9.42 inches
wide (measured in the direction of curvalure). By using planes of symmetry, only 1/4 of a panel
needed to be modeled. As shown in figure 22, the other superalloy honeycomb sandwich (0.280
inches thick) and inner titanium honeycomb sandwich (0.170 inches lhick) were modeled using
membrane elements for the face sheets and solid elements for the cores. The Inconel 617 side closures
were mcKleled using rod elements and shear elements. The model had 745 elements and 520 nodes.
The model was unconstrained from defonnalions except fl',r rigid N×ty displacements and rotalions.
__-
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Figure 22
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TEMPERATURES FOR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The surface temperature history associated with Space Shuttle trajectory 14414. IC at body
point 13(X) (ref. 3) was used as a typical design condition to calculate temperatures for tile finite
element themml stress analysis. The panel cross section in figure 23 shows the Inconel 617
honeycomb, the titanium honeycomb, two types of fibrous insulation contained within the panel, and
the ah|minum plate which is sized to represent the thermal mass of Shuttle structure at body point
1300. The symbols on the sketch to the right of the cross section identify 5 of the 18 locations used in
a one-dimensional themml analysis modified to account for the side closures. Two of the symbols
represent temperatures of the lnconel face sheets; two of tile symbols represent temperatures of the
titanium face sheets; and one symbol represents the temperature of the aluminum plate. The analysis of
reference 3 used the MrFAS finite difference computer program.
The nlaximunl temperature difference throt|gh tire thickness of the panel occurs at about 50(1
seconds when the surface temperature reaches 19(X)° F. The inner superalloy face sheet is at 1875 ° F,
and the titmdum face sheets are both at about 2(X)o F. These face sheet temperatures were applied at
the appropriate nodes of the finite element mcxtel. The temperature distribution was assumed to be
unifoml for each face sheet.
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COMPRESSIVE STRESS IN INC()NEL 617 IlONEYCOMB INNER FACE SIlEET
Ttmrmai stresses for tile curved panel were calculated using a linear elastic analysis (See fig.
22) with the temperatures described in figure 23 as the applied load. The highest compressive inplane
stresses, indicated by the heavy line in the sketch shown in figure 24, were along the edge of the inner
face sheet adjacent to the side closure. These stresses reached a maximum at the center of the side
closure. The stresses are normalized by the yield stress for lncouel 617 at 1875 ° F determined for
0.005-inch-thick material which has experienced the hraze cycle (ref. 3). The maximum stress
calculated for a 12-inch-long panel is 2.3 times greater than the yield stress. Reducing the length of the
panel by half while maintaining the 9.42-inch width lowered the maximum stress to a value slightly
less than the yield stress. (Reducing the width of the panel by half while maintaining the 12-inch
lenglh only lowered the n3aximum stress 'to 1.7 times yield.)
LINEAR ELASTIC ANALYSIS
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SilEAR STRESS IN INC()NEL 617 IIONEYCOMB INNER FACESIlEET
lnplaneshearstressescomputedfor tile samelocationthatwasdescribedin figure24are
shov,'nin figure25. Shearstressesfor the 12-inch-long,9.42-inch-widepanelhavemaximumvalues
of abou!1.5timesyield slress,whilestressesfor a6-inch-longpanelwerereducedto avaluesligh!ly
lessthanyield. Therefore,bothcompressives!resses(fig. 24)andshearstresseswerefoundIo be
moresensitiveto achangei, lengththanto achangein width. Thus,onewayto controlthermal
stressesin curvedTPSpanelsis to adjustthelengthof thepanels.
LINEAR ELASTIC ANALYSIS
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EFFECT OF NONLINEAR MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON TIIERMAI, SI'RAIN
Even though the linear elastic analysis of a 12-inch-long p:mel indicated a maxinnml stress 2.3
times greater than yield stress, the strain associated with that stress (0.(X)282 in./in.) is less than the
yield strain. Since themlal stress is induced by an applied strain (as opposed to an applied force), the
smdn calculated from a nonlinear analysis would be expected to also be about 0.()()282 in./in.). As
illustrated in figure 26, the stress and strain would be slightly less than yield condilions. Even if a full
strain range of 0.00282 in./in, is assumed, the fatigue life calculated frorn the equation on the right in
the figure (method of universal slopes with a 10 percent rule, ref. 14) is 1800 cycles. This life is
adequate for space transportation vehicles that experience only one thennal cycle per mission.
Thus, two methods exist to control thermal stress in curved TPS panels. First, the size can be
reduced as discussed previously, and second, plastic deformation can be allowed to occur at least on
lhe first cycle, after which the remaining cycle life may be adequate.
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CURVED SUPERALI_OY IlONEYCOMB TI'S PANEI,S
Even though much of the surface of Shuttle-type vehicles is flat or nearly flat, some locati_ms,
such as tile chine areas, are necessarily curved. The fabrication of curved TPS panels often presents
complexities not encotlntered in fabricating flat panels. A curved titanium mulliwall panel was
fabricated to demonstrate that tire multiwall concept will lend itself to curved panels. A single cmvcd
superalloy honeycomb panel (fig. 27) has been fabricated, instrumented will1 thermocouples and strain
gages, and exposed 1o radiant heat to determine thermal stresses. Reliable measured thermal strains
have not been obtained for this panel because the very thin material (0.005-in.-thick face sheets and
(I.(103-in.-thick beaded side closures) defimns in local bending under very low load. Consequently,
evaluation of the structural behavior of the curved panel in these tests may be limited to deflection
meast|rernents and post-test inspection.
The design of curved panels must include not only factors contributing to thermal stress but
must also consider tire effccts of large surface pressure gradients that are normally less important in
the design of flat TPS. An array of curved superalloy panels has been fabricated for aerothermal tests
m evaluate their perfommnce in a high-surface-pressure-gradient environment. The curved 20-panel
array shown in figure 27 was installed into tire cavity of tile Curved Surface Test Apparatus (CSTA),
so that the surface of tire array was flush with the surface of the CSTA. The array was instrumented
with thermocouples and pressure sensors and tested in tile I_aRC 8' lligh Temperature Tunnel to
detemfine if heating would c_:cur in the gaps between panels. Metal tabs, one of which is identified on
tile single panel in the figure, were located at the corner intersections of Ihe panels to block flc_w in the
gaps. All of the panels were attached with through-panel fasteners.
Sinole Panel
/"
Through
Panel
gastners
Curved 20-Panel Array
!
Curved Surface Test Apparatus (CSTA)
Figure 27
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AER()TIlERMAI_ TEST OF CURVEI) $UPEI{ALI.OY II()NEY(_()MI_
I_REPACKA(;EI) TPS
After the windward panels of tile curved array were preheated with quartz lamps to a surfilce
temperature of 2(X)O° F, the array was exposed for 34 seconds to the most severe conditions that are
within the normal operating range of the 8'I ligh Temt_eralure Tunnel. The tunnel dynamic pressure
was approximately 1400 psf, and tile pressure gradient along the curved surfiwe of tile array was
aplm>ximately 2 psi per foot. The view on the left of figure 28 shows the array when it first reached
the center of the hypersonic stream. Although the stlrface of tile panels had cooled during the time the
quartz lamps were turned off and the model was being inserted, the fastener plugs, which have high
thermal mass compared to the panel face sheets, are still glowing. The view on the right of the figure
shows tile array after exposure to the flow fi_r 34 seconds. "File maximum surface temperature on the
windward panels was approximately l gO(X) F. Post-test examination of tile array revealed that panels
near tile aft seal of the cavity into which tile panels were installed ,,,,,ere damaged and that the seal had
failed. Failure of tile cavity seal allowed the hot gas at tim surface of tile panels to flow directly
through the gaps between panels and through the seal to the base of tile mcwlel. Conseqttently, no
definitive conclusions can be made flom these test results regarding gap heating.
The damaged panels in tile array have been repaired, and the aft seal of the cavity, which was a
sliding seal, has been replaced with a more positive, bellows-type seal. The army is currenllv available
to be tested in the g'l ligh Temperalure Tunnel.
t = 0 sec
Surface Pressure Gradient = 2 psi/ft
Dynamic Pressure = 1400 psf
MACH No. = 7
t = 34 sec
Flow
Figure 28
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ACC MUI,TIP()ST TPS TEST ARTICI_E
The same I ft. by 2 ft. ACC test model that was subjected to the thenlmt v_wuum fonts (fig. 71
was also subjected to nerothermal tests. The model, shown in figure 29, v,,a_ inntrutnented with
thenllocouples through the thickness directly beneath the center portion vcbere four pancl corllern
intersect.
Figure 29
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ACC MULTIP()ST TPS IN ARC-TUNNEI_
The ACC test model is shown ill figure 30 installed in the 1.aRC 20-MW Aerolhennal Arc
Tunnel. The model was mounted in a water-cooled holder at 15° angle of attack to the air stream with
a 6-inch transition section between the nozzle and the model. Conditions were selected which gave a
23(1(_ _ F surface temperature on the front of the model. Figure 6 (e) shows the model in the test
stream. Only the light being radiated from the model was used to, expose the film.
Figure 30
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li_FFE('T ()F AER()TIlERMAL EXPOSURE ON GAP TF, I_II_ERATIJRF,
ACC I_IUI,TIP()ST
A comparisorl of temperatures obtained during tile arc-tunnel tests with those ot_t,lined duriwlg a
thernlal/vacuum test is shown itl figure 31. The temper:_tures shovcn were measured at tile center _)f
the model where pieces of 4 separate panels intersect. Thermocouples placed at localions 1,2, and 3
of the lower right-hand sketch measured the temperature at the ACC skill, at I/3 of tile depth of tile
model, and at the bottom of tile model, respectively. The tunnel condition resulted in :_surface
tenq_erature (lcx:ation 1) nearly 1(/0 ° F less than that obtained during tile thermal/vacutml lest.
l lowever, tile temperature measured at location 2 during the arc-tunnel test was not less than that
(_l_tained (luring tile Ihemaal vacuum test, indicating that slight heating due to flow occtHred in tile gap
regic,_ where one parcel overlaps another. The lower temperature me_sured near the aluminum plate
(location 3) during the tunnel test w,qs encountered at other locations and probably reflects a larger
heat-stalk effect caused by a water-cooled holder which was not used ill the thermal/vacuum tests.
These results suggest modifications to the concept to reduce the local heating at tile ACC panel
intersectio_ls that include nc_t o_dy st_ggering the insulation packages so that they d¢_ nt_t c¢_incide xvith
the panel intersections but also eliminating tile vertical flanges that conduct heat trite+ the insuhltion.
The ACC panel was not damaged by either tile thermal/vacuum or arc-tunnel tests. The _nlv
change in appearance occurred durir_g the arc-tunnel tests when erosion of copper electrodes cat_scci an
ormlge-colored c¢_pper deposit on part of tile panel surface (fig. 30).
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SUMMARY
The results froth a variety of verific;llion tests, including ihenllal, aerotherillal, vit'Jration,
ac_ilStic', ]ightniilg strike, and envirc_nillenial expo._tilO, iildicate thai lhe ihree TPS concepts (iilailiUlll
illultivcall, sul_er_llloy honeycOild) t)repackaged, aild A(_'C inulliposi) fire viable over a leilq)oralure
raligC fit)lll 7()() _ F Io a telllpelaltlre great0r lhall ]3()() ° F. l lowever, the <'tpplicali_ll of these c'ont'el_lr,
i_ specific vehicles will require addiiioilal verific<'llion le,_ls dodicaled to specific nlissioll reiltlirenleillS.
• Results from verification tests indicate TPS
concepts are weight competitive and are
adequate for generic entry environments
• Thermal
• Aerothermal
• Vibration
• Acoustic
• Lightning strike
• Environmental exposure
• Application to specific vehicles will require additional
verification tests dedicated to specific mission
requirements
Figure 32
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